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a b s t r a c t
The Transient Optical Sky Survey (TOSS) is an automated, ground-based telescope system dedicated to
searching for optical transient events. Small telescope tubes are mounted on a tracking, semi-equatorial
frame with a single polar axis. Each ﬁxed-declination telescope records successive exposures which over
lap in right ascension. Nightly observations produce time-series images of ﬁxed ﬁelds within each decli
nation band. We describe the TOSS data pipeline, including automated routines used for image
calibration, object detection and identiﬁcation, astrometry, and differential photometry. Time series of
nightly observations are accumulated in a database for each declination band. Despite the modest cost
of the mechanical system, results from the 2009–2010 observing campaign conﬁrm the system’s capabil
ity for producing light curves of satisfactory accuracy. Transients can be extracted from the individual
time-series by identifying deviations from baseline variability.

1. Introduction
TOSS is a system of optical telescopes on a common mount
(Fig. 1) that seeks to produce automated nightly photometric
assessments of objects within the system’s observable ﬁxeddeclination band (Hadjiyska et al., 2008). The current TOSS
conﬁguration has a one day cadence, reaches depth of mv � 17 in
90 s exposures and saturates at mv � 11. TOSS is similar to existing
automated transient detection schemes, but with several unique
characteristics. For example, the All-Sky Automated Survey (ASAS)
is also a low-cost transient survey conﬁgured for objects with
mv < 13 (Paczyński, 2000) and optimized for shorter-period events
(Pojmański, 1997). TOSS revisits each ﬁeld once nightly, seeking
longer-period (>2 days) transient events.
TOSS is polar-aligned, with sidereal tracking for recording longexposure images. Commercially available color cameras are
mounted to the base of each telescope. Images are recorded by
starting each exposure with the leading telescope pointing at ze
nith. The mount tracks the sky for the duration of the exposure,
and then returns to zenith position for the beginning of the next
exposure. Initiating each exposure at zenith produces a series of
images in a ﬁxed-declination band that overlap in right ascension.

The system begins each exposure at regular right ascension bound
aries, ensuring that objects appear in the same location in consec
utive night images. Multiple images of the same ﬁeld over
successive nights represent time-series measurements that can
be analyzed for transient variability.
TOSS aims to systematically identify optical transient events,
and to record these events in a web-based database. Automated
post-processing routines (implemented in Matlab®) are used to
identify celestial objects in each image, to calculate astrometric
and photometric parameters for every detected object, and to store
the information in the TOSS database (Table 1). A ﬂowchart of algo
rithms is shown in Fig. 2.
Raw image ﬁles are downloaded from each camera to a PC hard
drive, and analyzed individually following standard astronomical
image processing techniques. Flat-ﬁeld and dark-frame corrections
are applied. A virtual sky is established, and pixels that are signif
icantly brighter than the background are ﬂagged as potentially
indicating signal. Object footprints are determined from the
bright-pixel map using a two-pass connected-pixel algorithm;
centroids are then calculated for each connected object. A point
pattern-matching routine is used to correlate observed object cen
troids to a list of expected objects within the image ﬁeld, extracted
from the Naval Observatory Merged Astrometric Dataset (NOMAD)
(Monet et al., 2003; Zacharias et al., 2005).
Astrometry is calculated by least-squares rigid plate alignment
to correlated catalog objects. Differential aperture photometry is

Fig. 1. The TOSS system of two telescopes on a single semi-equatorial mount, in their home position, pointing at zenith.

Table 1
Fields in the TOSS database.
1

nomad_id

2
3
4

nomad_ra
nomad_dec
nomad_gs_mag

5
6
7
8

nomad_B_mag
nomad_V_mag
nomad_R_mag
nomad_ref_star

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

centroid_x
centroid_y
intensity
ra
dec
raw_apparent_mag_gs
raw_apparent_mag_red
raw_apparent_mag_green
raw_apparent_mag_blue
raw_instrument_mag_gs
raw_instrument_mag_red
raw_instrument_mag_green
raw_instrument_mag_blue
proximity_ﬂag

23

border_object_ﬂag

24
25

julian_date
ﬁle_identiﬁer

Integer ID taken from the Nomad Catalog. The catalog object corresponds to the nearest neighbor of the detected object in the
image
RA in degrees taken from the Nomad Catalog
Declination in degrees taken from the Nomad Catalog
Weighted-Average Magnitude, calculated from Nomad Catalog B, V and R magnitudes as
gs_mag = 0.2989•red + 0.5870•green + 0.1140•blue
B magnitude taken from the Nomad Catalog
V magnitude taken from the Nomad Catalog
R magnitude taken from the Nomad Catalog
A star in the Nomad Catalog is designated as a Reference Star in the TOSS database if all of the B, V and R magnitudes are present in
the Nomad Catalog, and if its gs_mag value is below 15
Centroid x-value (centroid column) in pixels as calculated by the TOSS code
Centroid y-value (centroid row) in pixels as calculated by the TOSS code
The sum of all pixel values (ADUs) in the grayscale image over the ﬁeld of pixels determined to be a part of the detected object
Calculated RA in degrees, determined from plate alignment of the TOSS image with the Nomad Catalog star ﬁeld
Calculated Declination in degrees, determined from plate alignment of the TOSS image with the Nomad Catalog star ﬁeld
Calculated from grayscale intensity as -2.5•log (intensity)
Calculated from red frame intensity
Calculated from green frame intensity
Calculated from blue frame intensity
Raw apparent grayscale magnitude scaled to the brightest three reference star grayscale magnitudes in the frame
Raw apparent red magnitude scaled to the brightest three reference star R magnitudes in the frame
Raw apparent green magnitude scaled to the brightest three reference star V magnitudes in the frame
Raw apparent blue magnitude scaled to the brightest three reference star B magnitudes in the frame
When the plate constants are applied to detected objects in the image, the ﬁnal RA and Dec are used to search the Nomad Catalog
for the nearest catalog object. When the catalog object is more distant that a threshold value (currently 0.01°), the proximity ﬂag is
set to 1; otherwise, it is set to zero.
When the object centroid is in the border region of the image, this ﬂag is set to 1, otherwise it is set to 0. The border region is
currently deﬁned as within 300 pixels of either the left or right edge, or within 200 pixels of the bottom or top edge.
Julian date when the image was recorded
A string which represents the date and ﬁlename of the image, e.g., 2009_01_28n05_12_321376256.CRW

used to determine raw instrumental magnitudes for each
color component, using NOMAD magnitudes for reference star
comparison. Derived object parameters are stored in a working
database, keyed by the corresponding star catalog ID. Time-series
of nightly observations are accumulated for each celestial object
in each ﬁxed-declination strip. Each of these steps is described in
detail below. To search for transients, individual time-series could
then be analyzed for signiﬁcant deviations from baseline
variability.

2. Raw image preparation
The current TOSS conﬁguration consists of two telescopes on a
single mount. Telescopes point at the same meridian, but are offset
in declination to produce wider coverage. A 16-inch Meade and a
14-inch Celestron are each attached to Canon 10D cameras. Cam
era detector arrays are aligned orthogonally with the polar motion.
All camera automatic settings are disabled so that no white bal
ance or other gain functions are applied to recorded image data.

Fig. 3. The kernel ‘asterisk’ pattern for establishing a low-spatial-frequency
reference frame. For each pixel in the image, the kernel is deﬁned by the inner
and outer radii. Pixels in the asterisk branches that are between the inner and outer
radii constitute the kernel for the central pixel. The reference value for the central
pixel is calculated as the median value of the pixels in the kernel.

Fig. 2. The TOSS Post-Processing ﬂow chart, showing the general steps used to
extract celestial objects from a single TOSS image. Each image is processed to
extract a list of observed objects; the object parameters are written to an Objects
(.csv) ﬁle that is then added to the TOSS database.

The common mount orients the telescope array at the overhead
meridian for the beginning of every exposure, and then tracks
the sky for 90 second exposures. At the end of each exposure, the
mount returns to the overhead meridian to begin the next expo
sure. Images are initially stored in the camera memory, and then
subsequently transferred to an auxiliary PC hard drive as Canon
Raw format (.crw) ﬁles which contain raw Bayer array data for
each pixel.
Raw .crw ﬁles are read directly into Matlab®, using readraw.m, an
open-source ﬁle that calls dcraw.c (open source program by Dave
Cofﬁn: http://www.cybercom.net/~dcofﬁn/dcraw/). Dcraw.c spa
tially interpolates the R, G and B values at each Bayer array location
to a common grid, and returns a 2048 x 3072 12-bit red, green and
blue frame for each raw image. Each frame is maintained for individ
ual processing. Additionally, a single ‘composite grayscale’ luminosity
frame is also produced from the color components.
Three corrections are applied to each color component of a
raw image: a Bad Pixel Mask, a Dark Frame Subtraction, and a
Flat Field Correction. A manual list of known bad pixels in the
camera pixel array is maintained as an input ﬁle. Additional
bad pixels are determined from individual dark frame and ﬂat
ﬁeld images. Pixels that are determined to be ‘signiﬁcantly
odd’ in any color are added to the bad-pixel list. To determine
signiﬁcantly odd pixels in a frame, a median kernel ﬁlter is ap
plied to establish a low-spatial-frequency reference frame. For
each pixel in the image, the kernel is deﬁned by an asterisk pat
tern centered at the pixel (Fig. 3). The kernel parameters include
an inner radius and an outer radius, and only pixels in the aster
isk branches between the two radii are included in the kernel for

the central pixel. The median asterisk kernel output is unaffected
by isolated bad pixels, so only the low spatial frequency compo
nents of a frame are passed through the ﬁlter. Subtracting the
median frame from the original ﬂat ﬁeld or dark frame removes
low-spatial-frequency components, and produces an anomaly
frame that ideally should be predominantly ﬂat. Any pixels in
the dark frame or ﬂat ﬁeld images that deviate signiﬁcantly from
the respective anomaly frame are declared as bad pixels. Anom
alous pixels are found using Tukey’s ‘‘inner fence outlier’’ criteria
(Tukey, 1977). The quartiles Q1 and Q3 for the anomaly frame
are calculated. If any individual pixel is outside the interval
[Q1 - 1.5IQR, Q3 + 1.5IQR] in any color (where IQR = Q3 - Q1),
the pixel is declared bad for all colors. Bad pixels detected in
dark frame or ﬂat ﬁeld images are added to the manual list to
create a bad-pixel mask for each color component. The bad-pixel
mask is applied at appropriate stages in the process.
Once all bad pixels are identiﬁed, dark-frame and ﬂat-ﬁeld
corrections are applied, per the procedures described by Berry
and Burnell (2005). A master dark frame is created from a series
of 90-second exposures taken with the shutter closed. A com
bined ﬂat ﬁeld is created from a series of twilight frames,
exposed to put the frame average at mid-range. A series of
ﬂat-ﬁeld dark frames are acquired with the shutter closed and
exposed for the same time as ﬂat ﬁelds; these frames are used
to create a combined ﬂat-dark frame. The combined ﬂat ﬁeld
is then dark-corrected by subtracting the combined ﬂat-dark
frame, producing a master ﬂat-ﬁeld frame. The master ﬂat ﬁeld
is converted to a master per-pixel gain map by dividing each
pixel in the frame by the average value of the central frame re
gion. A bad-pixel map, master dark frame and master gain map
are created for each color component.
In the TOSS pipeline, the master dark frame is subtracted from
the raw image, with any resulting negative pixels reset to zero. The
dark-corrected frame is then divided by the master per-pixel gain
map, producing calibrated red, green and blue frames for each raw

Fig. 4. A calibrated composite grayscale luminosity image (inverted) after dark-frame and ﬂat-ﬁeld corrections have been applied.

image. Corrected color frames are used to produce the grayscale
luminosity frame (Fig. 4) with luminosity deﬁned as the maximum
calibrated value of R, G or B at each pixel.

3. Object detection
Celestial objects appear in the calibrated color and grayscale
frames. The basic objective of TOSS is to isolate individual objects
in an image, and to characterize each object’s position and lumi
nosity. Any number of approaches for object detection and charac
terization are described in the literature (e.g., Andreon et al.
(1999)), and references cited therein). A crucial step in object
detection is background subtraction. To determine a suitable back
ground, the asterisk median ﬁlter described above is applied to the
grayscale frame. The ﬁlter output establishes a low-spatial-fre
quency reference frame that is used as the estimated background
level. The background is subtracted from the grayscale frame to
produce an anomaly frame; signiﬁcantly brighter pixels in the
anomaly frame potentially belong to celestial objects. Pixels that
are inner fence outliers above the background level are ﬂagged as
potential elements of real signal. The TOSS pipeline identiﬁes
bright pixels this way and creates a binary frame of pixels that
are either signiﬁcantly above the background (inner-fence outliers,
labeled 1) or not (labeled 0). Using the grayscale frame ensures a
larger footprint area than if the same method were applied to
any single color frame.
In the binary frame, a connected-components algorithm is
implemented to identify contiguous groups of bright pixels. The
binary image is traversed row-by-row searching for non-zero pix
els. The connected-pixel search proceeds across the ﬁrst row
beginning in the upper-left corner of the image. The ﬁrst non-zero
pixel (if any) is labeled as 1. Continuing from pixel to pixel across
the row, if another non-zero pixel is encountered, the algorithm
checks the pixel to the left; if the left neighbor is already labeled,
then the new pixel is given the same label as its left neighbor. If
the left neighbor is not labeled, then the most recent label number

is incremented by one and the new label value is assigned to the
new non-zero pixel.
After the ﬁrst row, each pixel in subsequent rows is considered
after two to four of its eight neighbors have already been assessed
and labeled (Fig. 5). Suppose the search encounters a non-zero pix
el in row i, column j of the binary image. Assigning a label to this
new non-zero pixel follows a strict order of comparisons. First, if
the pixel to the upper left of pixel (i, j) is already labeled, then that
label number is assigned to pixel (i, j), and no other adjacent pixels
are considered. If the pixel to the upper left is not labeled, then if
either the pixel above or the pixel to the left of pixel (i, j) is labeled,
but not both, then that label number is assigned to pixel (i, j). If
both the pixel above and the pixel to the left of pixel (i, j) are al
ready labeled, and the label is the same, then that label number
is assigned to pixel (i, j). If the two labels are different, then pixel

Fig. 5. Depiction of the connected components algorithm used by TOSS. The image
is traversed row-by-row, and left-to-right. When considering the classiﬁcation of
the pixel at row i and column j up to four other pixels have been previously
considered. The connected components algorithm labels pixel (i, j) according to the
values in the previously-considered pixels. If more than a single label is present in
the adjacent pixels, then the equivalence of the labels is noted. If none of the
adjacent pixels are labeled, a new label is created and given to pixel (i, j).

(i, j) is assigned the same label number as the upper pixel, and a
note is made of the equivalence of labels in the two adjacent pixels.
If none of the three adjacent pixels already considered has a label,
and the pixel to the upper right of pixel (i, j) is labeled, then that
label number is assigned to pixel (i, j). Finally, if none of the four
adjacent pixels has a label, then the most recent label number is
incremented by one and that value is assigned to the non-zero pix
el (i, j).
This labeling scheme creates multiple equivalence classes, i.e., a
single group of connected pixels could contain multiple labels. A
second pass through the labeled objects is required to resolve
equivalence classes. The scheme used by TOSS is taken from Press
et al. (1992). When the second pass is complete, the binary image
is updated to an integer-valued frame: each group of connected
pixels is labeled with an integer representing isolated objects;
however, background pixels retain their zero designations.
Each group of connected pixels represents a potential celestial
object. There is some possibility that a pixel group is not a celestial
object but rather an artifact of some kind such as a meteor streak, a
satellite track, a cosmic ray trace or an isolated bad pixel that was
not previously identiﬁed as such. TOSS applies object screening to
reject artifacts; however, the use of strict criteria to eliminate all
but the most robust objects would be counter to the objectives
of TOSS. Similarly, object classiﬁcation, such as star-galaxy differ
entiation, is not necessarily required by the TOSS post-processing
program. As such, complex object-classiﬁcation algorithms like
those described by Andreon et al. (2000) are beyond the current
scope of TOSS. A minimalist approach for suppressing image arti
facts is used. Currently, the only gate implemented is object size,
which discards groups of connected pixels where the group size
is smaller than a pre-determined number of pixels.
The pared list of connected groups is used to establish the loca
tions for each observed object in the frame. The integer-valued
frame with object labels is used as a template over the grayscale
frame. Corrected luminosity values in the template footprint area
of each object are used to establish the centroid position for that
object based on the row and column locations in the footprint area:

yx ¼

n
n
1 X
1 X
y¼ .
.
Lcorrected . row
Lcorrected . column y
n i¼1
n i¼1

where Lcorrected is the calibrated composite grayscale luminosity of
the associated pixel. Centroid values are calculated in row and col
umn coordinates. For the image shown in Fig. 4, the detected object
centroids found by this method are shown in Fig. 6.
4. Object identiﬁcation
Using centroid locations, each observed object can be identiﬁed
by comparing the TOSS pattern of objects in a given image with a list
of expected sources/objects within the image ﬁeld of view. Pointpattern matching algorithms are known to give good results for this
task. However, several steps are required to pare the expected ob
ject list prior to implementing a point-pattern matching routine.
For TOSS, varying atmospheric conditions alter the detection limit
from one night to the next, so images from the same ﬁeld on differ
ent nights typically contain a different number of detected objects.
The TOSS pattern-matching routine includes several preparatory
steps for accommodating the variance observed in nightly images:
First, an initial ‘search’ ﬁeld of view is established, based on ze
nith pointing at the beginning of each exposure, the image time
stamp, and the optical characteristics of the telescope and camera.
Since the telescope is polar aligned, the declination range of the
ﬁeld of view is ﬁxed. A nominal Right Ascension for the image cen
ter is calculated from the exposure start time, converted to local
sidereal time (LST):

RA ¼ LST - HA
Since the frame exposure begins at zenith, the center of the
frame when the exposure begins has an Hour Angle (HA) of zero.
Right Ascension in the center of the frame is the same as LST. TOSS
post-processing routines use the algorithm from Curtis (2005) to
determine LST from the start-time of the image exposure. The esti
mated image ﬁeld of view is then calculated using a nominal pixel
pitch measured from test images.

Fig. 6. Detected-object centroids from the binary image shown in Fig. 4, plotted over the original image.

Pointing jitter necessitates that the search ﬁeld be slightly lar
ger than the nominal image ﬁeld of view. Search ﬁeld boundaries
are used to query the NOMAD catalog for objects below 17th mag
nitude, which is the expected telescope system depth in best
observing conditions. The list of expected objects is typically longer
than the list of observed objects in any frame. The TOSS code pares
the expected object list by: (1) reﬁning spatial boundaries of the
search ﬁeld; and (2) decreasing the expected limiting magnitude
so that the number of expected objects more closely matches the
length of the observed list.
To reﬁne search ﬁeld boundaries, the location of the observed
pattern within the search ﬁeld is sought. A spatial pattern match
is performed using the brightest few objects in both lists. The mag
nitudes for expected objects are taken from the NOMAD catalog.
For observed objects, aperture photometry is used to establish
raw apparent magnitudes (details provided in Section 6). Both lists
are then sorted by magnitude. The spatial pattern of bright ob
served objects in pixel space is transformed to standard coordi
nates in a tentative location centered at the middle of the search
ﬁeld. The observed pattern is then perturbed slightly by small
translations and rotations, seeking the best alignment over the
set of perturbed positions of the observed pattern.
The observed pattern is converted from pixel coordinates to
standard coordinates centered in the middle of the search ﬁeld.
For a list of observed objects, {(xi, yi), i = 1. . .n}, the coordinate
transformation begins by inverting the pixel coordinates:

x0i ¼ xmax - xi
ðRA increases to the left; but pixel number increase to the rightÞ
y0i

sinðd0 Þ . cosðdi Þ . cosðai - a0 Þ - cosðd0 Þ . sinðdi Þ
cosðd0 Þ . cosðdi Þ . cosðai - a0 Þ þ sinðd0 Þ . sinðdi Þ

Yi ¼

To ﬁnd the best alignment between observed and expected pat
terns, the observed pattern is rotated and translated to place a se
lected observed object over an expected one. Euclidean distances
in the Standard Coordinate Frame from each observed object to
the nearest-neighbor expected object are calculated. The process
is repeated by placing each observed object over every expected
object, and re-calculating nearest-neighbor distances. Choices that
move any portion of the observed ﬁeld outside the boundaries of
the search ﬁeld are ignored. The process is repeated for several
small rotations, and the sum of nearest-neighbor distances is
stored. The global minimum of nearest-neighbor distance sums is
taken as the best spatial alignment between the two brightnesspaired lists.
The search ﬁeld is then narrowed to a rectangular frame area
that is nominally the same size as the observed ﬁeld of view, trans
lated and rotated by the same amount as the best spatial align
ment. Standard coordinates for the four vertices of the frame
area before applying the optimal shift and rotation are:

2

V1 ¼ 4

V2 ¼ 4
2

ðMatlab® numbers the rows top to bottom; from 1 to ymax Þ
where (xmax, ymax) are the image dimensions. Conversion to tenta
tive Standard Coordinates is accomplished by the linear
transformations

[
]
1 þ xmax
. Scalex
x00i ¼ a0 þ xi0 2
yi00

V 0i ¼

where (Scalex, Scaley) are the conversion rates between pixels and
degrees along the celestial coordinate axes, determined
experimentally.

a0 ¼

amin þ amax
2

; d0 ¼

dmin þ dmax
2

)

is the center of the search ﬁeld.
(amin, amax) and (dmin, dmax) deﬁne the search ﬁeld boundaries.
Rotation through speciﬁed perturbation angles h is performed
about the search ﬁeld center:

"

x000
i
yi000

#

"
¼

cos h

sin h

- sin h cos h

# "
.

x00i

- a0

y00i

- d0

#

"
þ

a0

#

d0

Pattern-match comparisons are made on the Standard Coordi
nate plane using the same tangent point ða0 ; d0 Þ that was used to
produce tentative Standard Coordinates for the observed object
list. Celestial coordinates for each expected object ðai ; di Þ are con
verted to Standard Coordinates ðX i ; Y i Þ by:

Xi ¼

V4 ¼ 4

3

[

]

a0 þ 1 - 1þx2max . Scalex
h

3

i

5

d0 þ ymax - 1þy2max . Scaley
[

]

3

h

i

5

[

]

3

a0 þ xmax - 1þx2max . Scalex
d0 þ ymax - 1þy2max . Scaley

a0 þ xmax - 1þx2max . Scalex

h
i
5
d0 þ 1 - 1þy2max . Scaley

Then, the optimal rotation and shift are applied to each vertex:

[
]
1 þ ymax
¼ d0 þ yi0 . Scaley
2

(

2

]

h
i
5
d0 þ 1 - 1þy2max . Scaley

2

V3 ¼ 4

¼ ymax - yi

[

a0 þ 1 - 1þx2max . Scalex

cosðdi Þ . sinðai - a0 Þ
cosðd0 Þ . cosðdi Þ . cosðai - a0 Þ þ sinðd0 Þ . sinðdi Þ

[

cosðh0 Þ

sinðh0 Þ

]

. ðV i - ½a0 d0 ]Þ þ ½a0 d0 ]
-sinðh0 Þ cosðh0 Þ
[
]
ashift
þ
; i ¼ 1...4
dshift

where h0 is the optimal rotation angle and (ashift, dshift) is the opti
mal shift determined by the brute-force spatial alignment routine.
Expected objects in the search ﬁeld are tested for enclosure
within the frame area. For the enclosure test only, standard coordi
nates for each expected object are rotated about (a0, d0) by h0:

"

X 0i

Y 0i

#

[
¼

] ([ ] [ ]) [ ]
Xi
a0
a0
.
þ
Yi
d0
d0
-sinðh0 Þ cosðh0 Þ
cosðh0 Þ

sinðh0 Þ

A simple comparison to the shifted frame area boundaries can
then be made to determine enclosure for each expected object.
As the ﬁnal step for observed object identiﬁcation, the pointpattern matching algorithm of Murtagh (1992) is employed, which
accommodates scaling and translation but requires the two lists to
be approximately the same length. The narrowed frame area still
typically contains more expected objects than are contained in
the observed list because observing conditions are not often opti
mal, so the expected list is usually deeper. For TOSS, the expected
object list, sorted by magnitude, is pared to contain 5% more ob
jects than the observed object list. The list of observed objects is in
verted, and rotated about the image center by the optimal spatial
alignment:

Fig. 7. Alignment of the observed star ﬁeld with the NOMAD Star Catalog.

[

x00i
y00i

]

] " 0 1þxmax # " 1þxmax #
xi - 2
¼
.
þ 1þy2
max
-sinðh0 Þ cosðh0 Þ
y0i - 1þy2max
2
[

cosðh0 Þ

sinðh0 Þ

where xi0 = xmax - xi and yi0 = ymax - yi are inverted coordinates. For
each object in both lists, the world view of Murtagh is calculated.
Nearest-neighbor distances in world-view space provide a robust
match between observed and expected objects over the entire ob
served magnitude range.
Nearest-neighbor distances in world view space also provide a
gage for assessing the probability of a good match: smaller
world-view distances represent better associations. For TOSS, the
spatial nearest-neighbor distance is used as an additional check.
If both the world-view and spatial nearest-neighbor distances are
small, the association between catalog and observed object is char
acterized as a good association. Fig. 7 gives the catalog association
for a number of objects in the raw frame of Fig. 4. The TOSS data
base contains the NOMAD ID for each observed object.

ated catalog objects. For objects in the observed list that have a va
lid association with a NOMAD catalog object, the pixel coordinates
are ﬁrst inverted since axis inversion is not supported by the sixconstant scheme being employed. The six-constant equations for
each object pair are given by:

X i ¼ a . x0i þ b . y0i þ c
Y i ¼ d . x0i þ e . y0i þ f
where (xi0 , yi0 ) are the inverted pixel coordinates of an object cen
troid, and (Xi, Yi) are standard coordinates of the corresponding NO
MAD catalog object, as determined from their catalog celestial
coordinates (ai, di) by

Xi ¼

cosðdi Þ . sinðai - aF Þ
cosðdF Þ . cosðdi Þ . cosðai - aF Þ þ sinðdF Þ . sinðdi Þ

Yi ¼

sinðdF Þ . cosðdi Þ . cosðai - aF Þ - cosðdF Þ . sinðdi Þ
cosðdF Þ . cosðdi Þ . cosðai - aF Þ þ sinðdF Þ . sinðdi Þ

5. Astrometry

where
The current astrometric objectives for TOSS are framed by the
desire to provide an accessible database of optical transients that
is searchable by location. As an approximation to celestial location
TOSS uses linear methods to produce Standard Coordinates for
each detected object in an image frame. The use of non-linear
astrometric methods, such as described by Jefferys (1987), is less
robust to variability noted in TOSS images than standard linear
methods, and the added astrometric accuracy is not signiﬁcant
for the goals of TOSS.
Standard Coordinates for TOSS objects correspond to the known
locations of the NOMAD catalog objects that have good associa
tions with an observed object. A simple six-constant linear plate
transformation is employed, as described by Berry and Burnell
(2005), which supports translation, rotation and scaling. The
best-ﬁt transformation from pixel coordinates to celestial coordinates is determined from the list of observed object centroids in
pixel space and the corresponding celestial coordinates of associ

(

aF ¼

aV01 þ aV02 þ aV03 þ aV04
4

; dF ¼

dV10 þ dV20 þ dV30 þ dV40

)

4

is the center of the frame area.
The numerical solution for ﬁnding the plate constants a, b, c, d, e
and f is over-determined for more than three objects:
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For TOSS, numerical solution of the over-determined system is
taken from Press et al. (1992). Once plate constants are found from
the subset of objects with good catalog associations, the transfor
mation is applied to all of the original (inverted) points in the ob
served objects list, producing Standard Coordinates for each
observed object:

X i ¼ a . x0i þ b . y0i þ c
Y i ¼ d . x0i þ e . y0i þ f
Standard Coordinates for each observed object are then con
verted to Celestial Coordinates by

0

1

BsinðdF Þ þ Y i . cosðdF ÞC
di ¼ arcsin@ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ A
1 þ ðX i Þ2 þ ðY i Þ2
(
)
Xi
ai ¼ aF þ arctan
cosðdF Þ - Y i . sinðdF Þ
The standard coordinates are listed as the observed object loca
tion in the TOSS database.
6. Photometry
An automated aperture photometry is employed for each color
component, following guidelines in Berry and Burnell (2005). Ob
ject centroids provide the aperture center for each observed object.
The aperture radius is set to 20 pixels as a default value. However,
a check is made to ensure that the object footprint lies completely
within the aperture as the aperture is increased in cases where the
footprint is too large. The annulus used for measuring the back
ground is displaced from the aperture by 4 pixels, creating a gap.
When calculating the background, a check is made to determine
if the footprint of any adjacent objects lies inside the annulus; if
so, those pixels are disregarded when calculating the background

level in the outer annulus. Raw apparent magnitudes are calcu
lated for each observed object by

(
(
))
C annulus
mapparent ¼ -2:5 . log C aperture - naperture .
nannulus
where Caperture and Cannulus are the sums of all the pixel brightness
values within the designated aperture areas, and naperture and nannulus
are the total number of pixels in each region. Raw instrumental
magnitudes are then determined by identifying three reference
stars within the frame. Reference stars are deﬁned to be the bright
est three stars in the frame that have NOMAD catalog B, V and R
magnitudes. A zero-point uncertainty of the system equivalent to
the average difference between the three reference stars and their
catalog magnitudes is added to the raw apparent magnitude for
each object to obtain raw instrumental magnitude (Boyd 2007):

minstrument

!
3
1X
¼ mapparent þ
½mcatalog ðrefi Þ - mapparent ðrefi Þ]
3 i¼1

Both raw apparent magnitude and raw instrumental magnitude
are produced for each color component as well as for the grayscale
luminosity frame. These values are recorded in the TOSS database
for each observed object.
Fig. 8 shows a histogram of magnitude errors when comparing
to the NOMAD catalog. The histogram peaks at zero error across
most of the system magnitude range, and, at each magnitude,
errors are approximately normally distributed; these characteris
tics indicate minimal systematic error, and that random sources
account for most of the error between instrumental and catalog
magnitudes.
7. Light curves
Based on the images acquired during a test phase, which were
processed with the automated code and analyzed, the TOSS
mechanical system and data pipeline have shown to be capable
of producing science-grade data. The TOSS system test phase ex-

Fig. 8. Calibration histogram of the TOSS image processing pipeline of the test ﬁeld, binned by magnitude.

Fig. 9. Instrumental G magnitude light curve of the d-Cepheid AO Aur processed using the TOSS automated pipeline. The error bars correspond to the 1-r rms magnitude
error as shown in Fig. 8.

tended from January 10 to March 5, 2010; observations were pos
sible on 29 nights during that period. For each night, between 11
and 31 images were generated within a test ﬁeld that was centered
on the d-Cepheid AO Aur. The average number of targets detected
in each image was approximately 150. All images within the test
ﬁeld were processed with the automated code, and individual
.csv ﬁles, containing all TOSS database ﬁelds listed in Table 1, were
created for every frame. Corresponding data from successive nights
were then combined to create light curves for individual objects
within the test ﬁeld.
For the generation of light curves, individual .csv ﬁles are ﬁrst
assessed and data for suitable objects is written to a single data
base. Several criteria are used to exclude individual objects from
the database:

Once all.csv ﬁles are processed, light curves for individual ob
jects are extracted from the larger database. The database contains
observations of single objects made over multiple nights. Due to
observing conditions, not every target will be observed every night.
Additional criteria are used to exclude light curves that have obvi
ous errors. An individual observation within a light curve is re
jected for several criteria:

• If the calculated position of an observed object is more than
.00095° from the catalog object to which it is matched, the
object is excluded from the database.
• If less than 80% of the objects in a frame are aligned well, then
the entire frame is excluded from the database.
• Individual targets were also excluded from the database if
any of the component magnitudes are signiﬁcantly different
from the catalog objects to which they are matched.

A known variable, the d-Cepheid AO Aur is present in the test
ﬁeld and was manually excluded from the magnitude error histo
gram. A light curve for AO Aur produced by the TOSS pipeline is
shown in Fig. 9; the shape of the AO Aur light curve is characteris
tic for d-Cepheid variables and serves as an example of why we
consider our system science-grade data capable. The statistical er
rors evident in Fig. 9 are attributed to the light pollution and in
creased humidity due to TOSS’ current location on the campus of
University of California at Santa Barbara.

The cut off values for excluding objects based on magnitude
were determined from histograms of differences between observed
and catalog magnitudes. The histograms were produced for the
root-squared difference between measured and catalog magni
tudes for location-matched objects within the observing campaign.
A continuous model was ﬁtted to the discrete histogram data, with
, and
the following function: A . x . e-Bx . The curve peak is at x ¼ p1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2B

. The distance from the peak to the
the inﬂection point is at x ¼ p3ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6B

inﬂection point is used in the same sense as in a standard normal
distribution, i.e., the distance from the peak to the inﬂection point
is exactly one standard deviation. For histogram models of each
color, cutoff values are calculated from the continuous curve peak
pﬃﬃ pﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃ 6Þ.
and inﬂection point as x ¼ p1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ 3:5 . ð 22B

2 B

• If any individual observation within a light curve is an inner
fence outlier (Tukey, 1977), it is omitted from the light curve
for all colors.
• If any individual observation in a light curve is more than 0.15
magnitudes away from the average of its two neighbors in
any color, it is thrown out of the light curve for all colors.

8. Conclusions
We have created an automated photometric data pipeline for
TOSS that is able to calibrate raw images, identify individual ob
jects within images and cross correlate them with catalog objects
as well as perform astrometric and photometric analyses. The
automated data-reduction algorithms and results described here
have demonstrated the ability of the TOSS system to produce
accurate photometric characterizations as a basis for light curves.
Additional work in the future will address the photometric charac
terization of the two commercial cameras used in the system. TOSS
is capable of scaling up to a signiﬁcantly large survey at a modest

cost. During the test phase, approximately 500 images were re
corded each night by each telescope. Based on an average of 150
detected objects in each image, there are potentially 75,000 light
curves that could be extracted from the test data images. While
the site chosen for testing was of modest sky quality, it nonetheless
allowed us to produce reliable photometry within �0.1 magnitude.
Our pipeline is robust and applicable to a wide variety of photo
metric datasets and sky surveys.
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